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Union strike
hits Shaw’s

Super mashup success!

Shoppers asked to
boycott chain as 300
continue to strike
By Margaret Cunniff
STAFF REPORTER

GREG STEINBRECHER—THE TECH

Allin D. Resposo ’11 hangs out with Super Mash Bros after winning the Spring Weekend Mashup Competition. Students submitted mashups for student voting, and Super Mash Bros. selected a winner from the top three to play during their concert.

Confronting the ‘elephant in the room’
This week, students to raise awareness of sexual assault on campus
By Jingyun Fan
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Sexual Assault Awareness
Week started yesterday in Stata,
when around two dozen students gathered to share private
stories about sexual violence.
The event, called Take Back the
Night, began a week of activities
intended to bring talk of sexual
assault into the open, as the first
step toward ending it.
“We are trying to start a conversation, talking about the...
elephant in the room, starting
to work toward an end to it...”
said Jason McKnight, a residential life associate for graduate
students and one of the primary
organizers of the Week’s events.
Accordingly, the mascot for the
Week is an elephant, representing the heavy silence surrounding the topic of sexual violence.

IN SHORT
Surprised to see so many
students in business casual
today? That’s because it’s
Badge Day for Greek Week!
Eat a balanced breakfast!
The UA is serving up free
breakfast on the Student Center steps, 8:30 a.m. to 10 a.m.,
for Wellness Week. Volunteers
will also be passing out $2 coupons for the produce market at
East Campus.
Acknowledge the elephant
in the room. Sexual Assault
Awareness Week began yesterday. To find the schedule
of events, visit http://elephant.
mit.edu/.

IMMIGRANTS ARE
GOOD FOR US
Open borders not
only make economic
sense, but are a moral
imperative. (Arizona is
insane.) OPN, p. 5

“It’s odd right? Why won’t you
talk about it?” McKnight said.
The event schedule this year
has been pared back somewhat.
“We wanted to focus on doing
it well,” said Liz Jensen ’13, one
of the main organizers. Today,
they will conduct a screening
of The Line, a documentary
about what constitutes consent.
On Wednesday, there will be a
lunch for assault survivors in
an undisclosed location. And
all week, the MIT community is
asked to make a pledge to end
derogatory language.
The Week is a joint effort by
the Program for Medical Violence Prevention Response, the
Program in Women’s and Gender Studies, Residential Life, the
Student Activities Office, and
MIT Medical’s Center for Health
Promotion and Wellness.
At Take Back the Night, the

MIT Chorallaries performed a
few songs, ending with “Defying Gravity.” Afterward, around

two dozen students gathered in
Awareness, Page 11
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The Chorallaries sang “Defying Gravity” at Take Back the Night
in Stata on Monday. The event kicked off Sexual Assault Awareness
Week, which continues with a screening of The Line today.

This Thursday, ARCTAN
will be holding a bone marrow donor registration drive
in the Coffeehouse from 9
a.m. to 7 p.m.
The Residential Life Programs office will be moving
today from the Student Center
(W20-549) to the Heinz Building (W59-200), located next to
Simmons Hall. An open house
will be held at the new office
soon after the opening.
Run, swim, bike. Put your fitness to the test in the IronNerd
Triathlon on Sunday May 2.
The race starts at 4 p.m.
Send news information and
tips to news@tech.mit.edu.

MIT News Office
may win Webby
The MIT News Office is winning a
close race for its first Webby People’s
Voice Award. As of Monday April 26,
the News Office leads the pack in
the category for best school/university website, topping Wheaton College (30 percent), The University of
Puget Sound (15 percent), Bucknell
University (14 percent), and Point
Park University (8 percent).
The annual Webby Awards,
sponsored International Academy of
Digital Arts and Sciences, honor the
best of the internet. There over 100
categories covering websites, interactive advertising, online film and
video, and the mobile web. In each
category, two prizes are given: The

BROUHAHA RHYTHM
Sure, 3-D enhances realism, but sometimes that’s a bad thing. CL, p. 6

VARIOUS STATES OF UNDRESS
In which M. voyages into the not-so-bad
world of online dating. CL, p. 6

For the past two months, over 300 Shaw’s
workers have been on strike at Shaw’s warehouse 30 miles away in Methuen. This weekend, the protest came to the MIT Shaw’s on Sidney Street. Picketers in Cambridge handed out
flyers in front of the store and asked patrons to
boycott Shaw’s until the strike is resolved.
Warehouse workers at the Methuen Distribution Center have been on strike since March
8, after workers rejected a new contract that
would have significantly increased their health
care costs. They voted 228-8 to go on strike. On
April 1, Shaw’s cut off health care coverage for
the 300 striking workers.
According to Judy Chong, a representative
for Shaw’s, The MIT Shaw’s will not be affected
in the near future despite the strike. “We want
our customers to know that it is our every intention to serve them and provide them with fresh
goods,” Chong said.
In order to maintain normal functions,
Shaw’s has begun hiring permanent replacement workers. Chong says the decision to hire
new workers was difficult but necessary.
The Methuen Distribution Center serves 176
Shaw’s stores across New England, including the
stores in the Cambridge and Boston area. Workers and sympathizers started picketing outside
the distribution center at the beginning of the
strike, but they have since expanded and are
now picketing at 19 Shaw’s stores, both unionized and non-unionized. Many of the picketers
are from local Shaw’s unions.
The major sticking point in the new contract
was a disagreement over how to distribute a 13
percent increase in health care costs. Under the
original contract, a large part of the increase
would fall on employees, significantly increasing costs of premiums for workers. The union
felt this increase was an unreasonable burden
on workers, especially those who support families.
Two contracts have been voted down by the
Shaws, Page 13

Webby People’s Voice Award, whose
winners are determined popular
online vote; and the Webby Award,
whose winners are determined by
members of the Academy.
Voting this year began on April 13
and will continue until April 29. The
winner will be announced on May 4.
Winners of the competition receive a small Webby Award statuette, a framed award certificate, and
an Webby badge that may be placed
on their website.
The judging criteria differ for
each category. Websites are evaluated based on content, structure/
navigation, visual design, functionality, interactivity, and overall experience.
So far, over 580,000 votes have
been cast since April 13. Across all
categories, the top vote getters are

STEAL MY COMIC
A history lesson. FUN, p. 8

Twitter (25 percent), Hulu (24 percent), Pandora (17 percent), Jim Carrey’s official website (17 percent),
and the FAIL Blog (17 percent).
To participate in the voting, visit
the People’s Voice Webby Awards
website (http://webby.aol.com/).
The five websites nominated for
the School/University category are:
r MIT News Office — http://web.
mit.edu/newsoffice/
r Wheaton College 150th Anniversary — http://150.wheaton.edu/
r University of Puget Sound Website — http://www.pugetsound.
edu/
r Point Park University Generic U
Campaign Web — http://www.genericu.com/
r Bucknell University Virtual Tour
— http://community.bucknell.edu/
— Robert McQueen
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Overpopulation will
be the problem that
spawns many more
problems if we don’t
keep ourselves in
check. OPN, p. 4
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April showers please
bring the weekend
By Vince Agard
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

The same low pressure
system that caused a deadly
tornado outbreak in the southeastern United States over this
past weekend is responsible for
the presence of rain showers in
the Boston area this morning.
While this storm is not expected to cause severe weather this
far north, it will leave clouds
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misconduct by elite clergy members
than other top Vatican officials did,
including his boss, John Paul.
Unlike John Paul, his predecessor, Benedict has as pope apologized
and met with sexual abuse victims.
But while he often, as a cardinal,
used his clout to enforce doctrine
and sideline clergy members whose
views diverged from his own, he
seemed less willing at that time to
aggressively pursue sexual abusers.
Monsignor Helmut Schuller, a
former vicar general of the Vienna
Archdiocese, says the church cannot win back the trust of Catholics
unless the pope is more forthcoming about his past role in managing
abuse scandals.
“He cannot expect others to be
transparent, like the Irish bishops
he appeals to in his letter, and not
be transparent himself,” said Schuller, who until 2005 was the archdiocese’s ombudsman for sexual abuse
cases.
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VIENNA – As Pope Benedict
XVI has come under scrutiny for
his handling of sexual abuse cases,
both his supporters and his critics have paid fresh attention to the
way he responded to a sexual abuse
scandal in Austria in the 1990s, one
of the most damaging to confront
the church in Europe.
Defenders of Benedict cite his
role in dealing with Cardinal Hans
Hermann Groer of Vienna as evidence that he moved assertively, if
quietly, against abusers. They note
that Groer left office six months
after accusations of his molesting
boys first appeared in the Austrian
news media in 1995. The future
pope, they say, favored a full canonical investigation, only to be
blocked by other ranking officials in
the Vatican.
A detailed look at the rise and fall
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of the clergyman, who died in 2003,
and the involvement of Benedict, a
Bavarian theologian with many connections to German-speaking Austria, paints a more complex picture.
Benedict, then Cardinal Joseph
Ratzinger, had the ear of Pope John
Paul II and was able to block a favored candidate for archbishop of
Vienna, clearing the way for Groer
to assume the post in 1986, say senior church officials and priests with
knowledge of the process. His critics
question how this influence failed
him nine years later in seeking a fuller investigation into the case.
Benedict’s ambiguous role
has made the Groer case a kind of
Rorschach test of the future pope’s
treatment of sexual abuse during
his long stewardship of the Congregation of the Doctrine of the Faith,
the Vatican’s powerful doctrinal
body.
There are indications that Benedict had a lower tolerance for sexual

THE NEW YORK TIMES
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WASHINGTON – In a move that may derail a comprehensive climate change and energy bill in the Senate, one of the
measure’s central architects, Sen. Lindsey Graham, has issued
an angry protest over what he says are Democratic plans to give
priority to a debate over immigration policy.
Graham, R-S.C., said in a sharply worded letter on Saturday that he would no longer participate in negotiations on the
energy bill, throwing its already cloudy prospects deeper into
doubt. He had been working for months with Sens. John Kerry,
D-Mass., and Joseph I. Lieberman, I-Conn., on the legislation,
which they were scheduled to announce with considerable
fanfare on Monday morning. That announcement has been indefinitely postponed.
In his letter to his two colleagues, Graham said that he was
troubled by reports that the Senate Democratic leader, Harry
Reid of Nevada, and the White House were planning to take up
an immigration measure before the energy bill. Graham has
worked with Democrats in the past on immigration matters
and was expected to be an important bridge to Republicans on
that issue, as well as on energy.
— John M. Broder, The New York Times

ing to determine what impacts these
proposals will have on business, intentionally or unintentionally.”
While the legislation’s supporters
in Congress insist that most nonfinancial companies have little to worry about, many of these businesses
say they are deeply concerned that
the sweeping provisions in the 1,400page congressional bills, particularly
the regulation of the derivatives market, the creation of a consumer financial protection board and rules on
corporate government, could draw
them in and affect their bottom lines.
For instance, auto dealers from
35 states are converging on Washington this week to meet with their
senators’ offices starting on Tuesday to seek an exemption from legislation that would treat them as financial lending institutions subject
to new federal regulations.
“I don’t think the level of concern
could be any higher,” David Hyatt,
vice president for the National Automobile Dealers Association, said
Monday. “There’s a sense of urgency. And we’ve got to raise awareness
about why this doesn’t make sense
and why it’s anti-consumer.”

Future Pope attempted to get
fuller inquiry in abuse case
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Graham pulls support for
Senate climate bill

WASHINGTON – Mars, the maker
of M&M’s and Snickers, wants to make
sure it can continue dabbling in the
derivatives market to protect the price
of sugar and chocolate for its candies.
Harley-Davidson is worried that
its dealer-financed loans to bikers
will fall victim to new federal financing regulations. And eBay is concerned about possible restrictions
on PayPal, a subsidiary, in moving
money in the Internet marketplace.
Far afield from Wall Street, the
intense debate over the overhaul of
financial regulations by Congress is
attracting some unlikely but powerful players. More than 130 companies from the manufacturing,
retail and service industries have
retained high-powered lobbyists to
weigh in on, and often oppose, the
regulatory system being debated
this week in Washington, according
to an analysis of lobbying records
by The New York Times.
The companies bear little resemblance to Goldman Sachs and the
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Merger talks between United Airlines and Continental Airlines reached an impasse during the weekend over a disagreement about the price of a deal, people involved in the negotiations said Sunday.
More specifically, the two companies have not been able
to reach an agreement over the value of the stock prices used
to compute the exchange ratio in a stock-for-stock deal, these
people said. The ratio would affect the price United would ultimately pay for the deal.
Many other elements of a potential merger had already
been agreed upon, including keeping the United name. The
companies had also settled on naming United’s chief, Glenn
Tilton, as chairman and Continental’s chief, Jeffery Smisek, as
chief executive of the combined airline.
But one person involved in the discussions described the
disagreement over the stock ratio as a potential deal-breaker,
though the companies are continuing to negotiate. The chief
executives of the two airlines spoke with each other Friday and
Saturday about the exact ratio of shares that United planned
to pay for Continental, these people said. It was their first discussion about a stock exchange ratio since the two airlines resumed merger talks more than a week ago.
— Andrew Ross Sorkin and Michael J. De La Merced,
The New York Times

other Wall Street financial businesses that have become the main targets
of the legislation, and the lobbying
push by other industries shows just
how broadly the legislation could affect American businesses.
It also illustrates what some critics say is legislation so loosely drawn
that it may inadvertently cover a
host of companies that are involved
in lending or moving money, even if
they operate far from Wall Street and
had little to do with the crisis. Some
industries, like payday lenders, fear
that the financial overhaul may be a
backdoor way for Congress to regulate them, something they have successfully fought for years.
Indeed, Steve Adamske, communications director of the House
Financial Services Committee, acknowledges that some House legislation would regulate payday lenders,
who make short-term, high-interest
loans to people who promise to pay
in full with their next check.
“There is a fair amount of caution
any time the federal government
proposes new oversight,” said Christopher Colwell, a lobbyist for Check
N’ Go, a payday lender. “We are try-

THE NEW YORK TIMES
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United-Continental talks
stalled over share prices

By Eric Lichtblau
and Ron Nixon
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The Globe’s daily circulation fell 23.2 percent to 232,432
in the six-month period that ended in March, compared to
the same period a year ago, according to the Audit Bureau
of Circulations. The Globe’s Sunday circulation dropped 18.8
percent to 378,949. Weekday circulation at the Herald fell
12 percent to 132,551, while Sunday declined 4.6 percent to
91,040.
The Globe’s publisher, Christopher M. Mayer, said in a
memo to the paper’s staff that the lower circulation numbers
were expected after the company raised prices last summer in
most areas by 30 percent to 50 percent to boost revenue.
In contrast to print circulation, he said, local traffic at the
Globe’s website, Boston.com, rose 16 percent.
— Jennifer B. McKim, The Boston Globe

Off Wall Street, companies
worry about financial bill
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Globe, newspapers across
US see circulation fall
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and rain hanging around until
a cold front sweeps through
the area later today. The frontal passage will lead to windy
conditions and plummeting
temperatures this evening as
it ushers in a mass of cold Canadian air. However, the cold
spell will be short-lived, as sunshine will return for the end of
the week, returning springlike
temperatures in time for the
upcoming weekend.
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Extended Forecast
Situation for Noon Eastern Daylight Time, Tuesday, April 27, 2010
Weather Systems
High Pressure

Weather Fronts



Precipitation Symbols
Snow

Trough
Showers

◗
◗
◗
◗

Today: Cloudy with morning showers. High 53°F (12°C)
around midday, with temperatures dropping in the afternoon. NW winds 7-10 mph increasing in the afternoon.
Tonight: Windy and cold. Low 36°F (2°C). Winds WNW at
19-25 mph.
Tomorrow: Mostly cloudy and windy with a chance of
showers. High 51°F (11°C). Winds W at 18-24 mph.
Thursday: Clouds giving way to sun. High 60°F (16°C).
Friday: Sunny. High 70°F (21°C).

Warm Front

Low Pressure
Hurricane

▲▲▲▲▲ Cold Front
▲ ▲ Stationary Front

◗
◗
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Light
Moderate
Heavy

Rain

Other Symbols
Fog
Thunderstorm
Haze
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Meteorology Staff
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By Steven Lee Myers
THE NEW YORK TIMES

BAGHDAD – Seven weeks after Iraqis went to the polls, a special elections court disqualified a
winning parliamentary candidate,
most likely reversing the narrow
defeat of Prime Minister Nouri
al-Maliki’s coalition and possibly allowing him the first chance
to form a new coalition government.
The court disqualified the candidate on charges that he was a
loyalist of Saddam Hussein’s Baath
Party, and it left open the possibility
of barring still more.
Moves by the court, if upheld on
appeal, will erase the two-seat victory by a largely secular coalition
led by Ayad Allawi, a Shiite who
served as an interim prime minister after the American overthrow of
Hussein.
At a minimum, it will further
delay the formation of a new government through the months when
the Obama administration plans to
withdraw its combat troops, leaving
a force of only 50,000 by Septem-

ber.
Iraqi officials now grimly predict
that there might not be a new government by that deadline, putting
the United States in the difficult position of deciding whether to press
ahead with its plans despite the political uncertainty here.
Allawi’s bloc won 91 seats in the
country’s new 325-seat parliament,
compared with 89 for al-Maliki’s
State of Law coalition, according
to preliminary results announced a
month ago that have now been cast
in doubt.
The court also disqualified 51
other losing candidates; the votes
they received will be discarded, requiring a recalculation of the winners – and losers – across the ballot.
Under Iraq’s tortuous and untested
election laws, that could cost Allawi’s bloc a second seat, while
awarding seats to al-Maliki or other
parties, officials said.
The director of a disputed commission charged with purging former Baath loyalists also disclosed
Monday that he had asked the
court to bar eight more winning
candidates. The court is expected

to rule on those candidates, all
them with Allawi’s coalition, as
soon as Tuesday.
The court’s moves strengthened
al-Maliki’s bare-knuckled efforts to
win a second term as prime minister. But that prospect is still by
no means certain, since his government has faced new criticism
after a series of bombings at Shiite
mosques and neighborhoods on
Friday.
The machinations over the results have also cast doubt on the
ultimate fairness of an election
that was seen as a test of Iraq’s nascent democracy and the ability
of the United States to withdraw.
The political impasse has revived
sectarian tensions that are never far from the surface and has
raised the specter of even more
violence.
Allawi’s supporters, many of
them Sunni Muslims, denounced
the ruling and other moves since
the March 7 election as an effort
to undercut the voters’ will. Sunni
anger over elections in 2005 fueled
the insurgency that engulfed the
country.

A republican mainstay for the
White House? Maybe not
By Sheryl Gay Stolberg
THE NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON – Sen. Lindsey
Graham makes no pretense about it.
He wants to be where the action is.
“I’m in the center of a lot of important debates – I like that,” Graham, the South Carolina Republican
who has carved out a role for himself as this city’s resident maverick,
said in an interview on Monday. “I
want to be a conservative who can
put conservative principles in play
on hard issues.”
So Graham, a cherubic-looking
54-year-old, has been busy this year,
reaching out to Democrats in an effort to broker deals on hot-button issues like energy and immigration and
closing the prison at Guantanamo
Bay. As the lone member of his party
who is consistently willing to cross the
aisle, he has filled a niche once occupied by his close friend and mentor,
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.
Now, though, Graham’s position as the go-to Republican for the

Obama White House is in doubt.
Over the weekend, he abruptly reversed course, backing out of plans to
unveil a long-awaited bipartisan energy bill – a high priority for President
Barack Obama. He has scheduled a
news conference for Tuesday to urge
the Senate Democratic leadership to
put off debate on another of his priorities, an immigration overhaul.
Graham says he had received
assurances from the Senate majority leader, Harry Reid, that energy
would come first and accuses him
of making a sudden push for immigration – an effort Graham says will
only divide the country – to appease
Hispanic voters in an election year.
“I was mad, because they
brought immigration up in the 11th
hour,” the senator said, adding, “If
you’re going to do business with
people, they’ve got to understand
that you can push back.”
His reversal has thrown official
Washington into a tizzy, raising
questions about his motives. Some
Democrats whisper that he must be

trying to spare McCain, who is facing a tough primary challenge from
the right, an uncomfortable vote on
immigration. Others openly surmise that Graham must have caved
in to his Republican^ critics. “There
has been enormous back pressure
against the kind of bipartisan cooperation that Senator Graham has
engaged in,” Lawrence Summers,
Obama’s top economics adviser,
said Sunday on “Face the Nation”
on CBS. “And that perhaps has
made this a more complex situation
and more difficult for him than it
would otherwise be.”
Graham says he has not caved
in to anybody, but his cross-party
cooperation has clearly come at a
price. At home, passions are running high. Locals derisively call him
“Graham-nesty” for his work on immigration. He has been censured
by three chapters of the South Carolina Republican party. At a town
hall-style meeting in Greenville,
S.C., last fall, constituents angrily
shouted him down.

South Korean Defense Minister cites
torpedo attack in warship sinking
By Choe Sang Hun
THE NEW YORK TIMES

SEOUL, South Korea – South
Korea’s defense minister on Sunday said a torpedo attack was the
most likely cause for the sinking of a
South Korean warship that killed at
least 40 sailors last month, a statement that inched the country closer
to placing blame on North Korea
and added urgency to the question
of how the South might respond.
Still, the minister did not mention the North, continuing a cautious government approach that
reflects the lack of good options
available to South Korea’s leaders if
they decide Pyongyang was responsible for what would be one of the
most serious attacks since the Korean War ended in a truce.
Any military retaliation could
provoke a response from a country
with the capacity to strike Seoul and
a mercurial leader who has proved
to be violent and unpredictable. A

lesser response, hardliners in the
South argue, could lead North Korean leader Kim Jong Il to conclude
that he could lash out again without
facing consequences.
The announcement Sunday by
Defense Minister Kim Tae-young
appears to fit a pattern that some
analysts say shows the government
is carefully building a case for a limited response – doling out information slowly so emotions ease before
a final announcement of blame.
Kim’s statement comes just two
days after South Korea’s President
Lee Myung-bak met with two former presidents, in what was understood in Confucian Korea as an
attempt to consult elders and build
consensus about how to move forward.
The two former presidents,
Chun Doo-hwan and Kim Youngsam, once again proved their bona
fides as hardliners on the North,
speaking emotionally about past
attacks by Pyongyang – including a

bombing in 1983 that killed several
Cabinet members.
Both men also expressed certainty that North Korea was behind the ship’s sinking and urged
Lee to deal “resolutely” with the
North. But, significantly, neither
mentioned the possibility of even a
limited military attack, instead recommending harsh economic punishment, including the possibility of
further dismantling the “Sunshine
Policy” of reaching out to the North
with aid and business ventures.
The meeting could provide political cover for Lee with fellow conservatives since Chun Doo-hwan,
a former military dictator, remains
one of the country’s most prominent anti-communists. During his
brutal rule, those who argued for
better relations with the North were
often imprisoned and sometimes
tortured, as were those who wrote
or read books that cast the North
in anything but an intensely critical
light.

FTC suit accuses Talbots of
illegal telemarketing
The Federal Trade Commission Monday accused the Hingham
clothing retailer of making at least 3.4 million telemarketing calls
in 2009 for its Talbots and J. Jill brands that violated federal law intended to protect consumers against intrusive telemarketing.
In a lawsuit filed in US District Court, the commission alleged that
the prerecorded sales pitches, made between February and July, violated federal telemarketing rules that make it easy for recipients to stop
receiving such marketing calls. Specifically, the FTC said Talbots failed
to let customers know right away that they could press a button or call
a toll-free number to be added to the company’s Do Not Call list.
For example, in one prerecorded call, the federal agency said,
the retailer forced customers to listen to an ad for 30 to 40 seconds
before telling them: “to make sure you’ll receive prerecorded exclusive J. Jill savings and event messages - like this one, please press
1 now,’’ or call a provided toll-free number.
Talbots declined to comment on the lawsuit; the FTC did not
return calls for comment.
— Todd Wallack, The Boston Globe

Wal-Mart sex discrimination
lawsuit cleared for trial
In a closely watched case, a sharply divided federal appeals court
on Monday ruled 6-5 that a sex discrimination lawsuit against WalMart can proceed as a class action for more than 1 million women.
The lawsuit is the biggest employment discrimination case in the
nation’s history. After a decade of pretrial maneuvering, the decision by the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals paves the way for a trial
to begin for the plaintiffs, who are seeking billions of dollars from
Wal-Mart, the world’s largest retailer.
“Wal-Mart tries to project an improved image as a good corporate citizen,” said Brad Seligman, a lawyer for the plaintiffs. “No
amount of PR is going to work until it addresses the claims of its
female employees.”
The lawsuit, brought in 2001, accuses the retailer of systematically paying women less than men, giving them smaller raises and
offering women fewer opportunities for promotion. The plaintiffs
stressed that while 65 percent of Wal-Mart’s hourly employees
were women, only 33 percent of company’s managers were.
— Steven Greenhouse, The New York Times

In wake of immigration law,
calls for a boycott of Arizona
A spreading call for an economic boycott of Arizona after its
adoption of a tough immigration law that opponents consider
racially discriminatory worried business leaders Monday and angered the governor.
Several immigrant advocates and civil rights groups, joined by
members of the San Francisco government, said the state should pay
economic consequences for the new law, which gives the police broad
power to detain people they reasonably suspect are illegal immigrants
and arrest them on state charges if they do not have legal status.
Critics say the law will lead to widespread ethnic and racial profiling and will be used to harass legal residents and Latino citizens.
La Opinion, the nation’s largest Spanish-language newspaper,
urged a boycott in an editorial Monday, as did the Rev. Al Sharpton,
and calls for such action spread to social media sites. The San Francisco city attorney and members of the Board of Supervisors said
they would propose that the city not do business with the state.
— Randal C. Archibold, The New York Times

Roethlisberger apologizes and
accepts his suspension
In his first public comments since he was suspended for up to
six games by the NFL last week, Pittsburgh quarterback Ben Roethlisberger emphasized Monday that he committed no crime during an incident with a 20-year-old college student in a Georgia bar,
but added that he was sorry he let his teammates and Steelers fans
down. Roethlisberger said he would not appeal the suspension,
which could be reduced to four games – or lengthened beyond six
games – depending on Roethlisberger’s compliance with a behavioral evaluation ordered by the league.
The college student accused Roethlisberger of sexual assault after they encountered each other during a night of drinking at several Milledgeville, Ga., bars. The details of the police investigation,
which included a statement by the woman that she repeatedly said
no to Roethlisberger when he approached her with his genitals exposed, cast Roethlisberger in such an unflattering light that Steelers fans have largely turned on him.
— Judy Battista, The New York Times

Hugh Hefner helps save
well-known Hollywood sign
LOS ANGELES – The landmark Hollywood sign will stand, unobscured, on scrub-covered slopes overlooking production studios
and palm trees here, thanks to a $900,000 donation by Hugh Hefner
in the ninth inning of a yearlong effort by conservationists to protect the hilltop around the sign from developers.
The gift from Hefner, the founder of Playboy magazine, closed
the gap in donations to meet the $12.5 million price that the Trust
for Public Land had agreed to pay for the 138-acre parcel on the
hilltop, called Cahuenga Peak. Million-dollar donations came from
the Tiffany & Co. Foundation and Aileen Getty, and hundreds of
thousands of dollars were raised online and at bake sales and lemonade stands. The deadline was the end of this month.
“The sign is Hollywood’s Eiffel Tower,” Hefner said on Monday,
adding, “This sign represents the dreams and aspirations of people
around the world.”
— Rebecca Cathcart, The New York Times
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CORRECTION
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Jared J. Markowitz G, who placed 47th. His middle initial is J, not M.

SEEING GREEN

Breaking the silence
Human overpopulation drives the environmental crisis
By Holly Moeller
Rewind forty years and a few days to
the very first Earth Day in 1970. One topic
was on everybody’s mind: the growing human population. Scientists and environmentalists, eyeing exponentially increasing numbers, made dire predictions about
mass famine and warfare as humanity outstripped the planet’s ability to provide space
and resources.
At the time, the human population numbered 3.6 billion.
Today, though nearly twice that number
walk our Earth, discussion of the “population problem” has fallen by the wayside.
Instead, we talk about renewable energy,
electric cars, and reusable shopping bags
— politically much safer than the hot buttons of family planning and birth rates. And,
since thus far we’ve eluded a major population crash, we’ve allowed that doomsday
fear to slip off our collective radar as though
our ignorance will make overpopulation
disappear.
There’s only one problem with this logic
of avoidance: Overpopulation is the problem.
Every environmental issue humanity
faces is exacerbated by our numbers. Nearly
seven billion people must find food, water,
and shelter every day. To varying degrees,
we each consume fossil fuels and emit carbon dioxide. And we each have a reproductive drive — which is why our numbers are
expected to swell to nine billion by 2050
(another 40 years from that first Earth Day).
If you’re like me, you believe that current levels of global inequality are ethically
wrong — why does he drive a Hummer in
Boston while she hauls water up a Kenyan
hillside three times a day? — but you also
aren’t too keen on giving up the trappings
of your resource-intensive lifestyle. Hey,
I need my laptop powered up all day, and
it’s hard to pass up those California-grown
strawberries at the grocery store. But in
the long term, our planet can only support
about 1.5 to 2 billion people — roughly a
quarter of our current population, or a fifth
of where we’re going — living at our consumption levels.
Look around you. Think of your family. Imagine three out of every four people,
gone.
No wonder we’d rather fret over deforestation and wind farms. Thinking of how

far we’ve overshot carrying capacity (the
number of people the planet can support
in perpetuity) is scary. Thinking of how far
we will yet go before that 2050 population
peak? Even scarier.
But the good news is, it’s a lot less scary
than what our parents heard a few decades
ago. Industrializing countries go through a
demographic transition as per capita wealth
increases. Infant mortality drops with better
health care, and parents have fewer children, shrinking family size and arresting
population growth. Most of Europe and the
United States took about a century to pass
through the transition in the 1800s. Today,
the switch to “replacement rate” reproductive levels (about 2.1 births per woman)
seems to be happening faster (on the order
of twenty years) in developing countries.
In some places, though, women still have
five or six children in their lifetimes. Western medicine, often freely given to save innocent children born into unthinkable circumstances, saves more lives, but also leads
to a population boom while social mores
(the number of children families choose to
have, for example) struggle to keep up. I’m
not arguing that Bill Gates stop looking for a
malaria cure, or that we halt food donations
— only that we must consider the demographic consequences of our actions.
Educating women should be part of every aid effort. (Women who finish school are
more likely to hold jobs and earn wages that
make additional pregnancies and the attendant time out of the breadwinning workforce less attractive.) And we should strive to
make birth control accessible to everyone.
Yes, there are some religious qualms about
this, but the arguably higher moral calling is
the preservation of existing human life. That
means considering the long-term wellbeing
of all humanity, not agonizing over the possibilities of children not yet conceived.
Measures like educating women and
providing access to family planning are all
about empowering people with choice.
We’ve seen, time and again, these simple
actions halting population growth. And, if
we can get those last few conservative bastions to stop trying to outbreed one another
and instead take a global perspective (yes, I
know that’s asking a lot) then we will be able
to halt population growth.
Coming back down again is a much different matter. We’ve seen through China’s
example (the infamous one-child policy

that’s produced a glut of restless, unwed
young men) that top-down legislation
doesn’t work. But neither does staying the
course, particularly in a society that emphasizes the importance of growth and relies on
an increasing supply of workers to sustain
it (and the elderly, who, with more medical advances, are leading longer, healthier
lives).
We must transition the frenetic pace of
our society into longer-term acceptance of
the status quo. Perhaps we do need to turn
more towards “values” — experiences, time
with friends and family — than fortunes.
Only after a change of viewpoint can we
accept a diminishment in our overexploitation of Earth’s resources.
For surely those resources are overexploited. While I’m not going to wax Malthusian with predictions of imminent catastrophe, the warning signs are all there.
Our climate is being driven dangerously far
from the norm we evolved under. Fossil fuel
resources are running out. The human population is farther above carrying capacity
than ever before. The potential for human
tragedy is greater than ever.
Here at MIT, we’re trained to believe in
ourselves and our technology to win the
day. Certainly, in the past, innovation has
saved us. The Industrial Revolution amped
up productivity and the Green Revolution
doubled our food supply (both relying heavily on fossil fuels). Yet rather than exercising
restraint and adapting to new limitations,
we have used these advances as a springboard to create more demand.
On the shaky foundation of nonrenewable resources, we’ve built an edifice of humanity nearly seven billion strong. Even if
there were an easy way down, it would be
impossible for our present society to see it.
We’ve buried our heads in the sand — looking for more oil, perhaps? — and attempted
to ignore the root problem by pointing fingers at the details.
But today, the population trajectory
does seem to be leveling off, and a peak is
in sight. Let’s put the population problem
back on our agenda, and honor our faith in
innovation by letting the great minds think
out loud.
Holly Moeller is a graduate student in
the MIT/WHOI Joint Program in Biological
Oceanography. She welcomes reader feedback at hollyvm@mit.edu. “Seeing Green”
runs on alternate Tuesdays.
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Americans would benefit from greater immigration
By Keith Yost
STAFF COLUMNIST

It is popular wisdom that immigrants
are a drain upon our country. They’re
stereotyped as either violent criminals,
diseased, or wards of the state. We’re
told that they steal American jobs, put a
strain on our natural resources, and fail
to integrate into our society. As immigration reform begins working its way
through Congress, (and as Arizona goes
insane), it is important to set the record
straight and review the reasons why expanding legal immigration is in the interests of the United States.

...we find that on
average, immigrants
provide a yearly net
public benefit between
$5,000 and $6,300 per
immigrant...
Open immigration benefits countries
much in the same manner as free trade.
The analogy is not perfect, but when an
immigrant relocates, it is comparable
to them exporting labor resources to
their host country. When those labor
resources have higher marginal productivity in the host country than in
the home country, there is a net benefit
that is shared between the immigrant in
the form of higher wages, the owners of
complementary factors of production
in the form of higher returns, and the
consumers in the form of higher quality, lower cost products. As a matter of
theory, we should expect immigration
to provide gains to the United States.
It is possible, of course, that immigration could have negative effects on
the well-being of natives. As a demonstration of one possible pathway,
imagine two countries: Suckerland and
Freerideria. In Suckerland, education,
unemployment benefits, health care,
and retirement pensions are provided to
all individuals within the nation’s borders (paid for through income taxes). In
Freerideria, such public programs are
either far less generous or non-existent,
and citizens often migrate temporarily to Suckerland whenever they are in
need of these services. In this way, the
transfer payments from Suckerland to
Freerideria make immigration a net loss
to Suckerland, and, should these transfer payments exert too distortionary an
influence, may even lead to a net loss in
welfare for Suckerland and Freerideria
combined (i.e. Freeriders might migrate
even if their labor resources were more
valuable at home).
Anti-immigration advocates would
have us believe that the United States is
the equivalent of Suckerland, paying for
the welfare, health care, and education
of many immigrants who do not provide
enough tax revenue to cover their public
expense. This is very much untrue.
For some categories of spending,
particularly defense spending, it would
be odd to say that immigrants “consume” some level of the services provid-

ed. The military power that the United
States projects depends upon its absolute level of spending, not its per-capita
spending. The presence of an extra citizen does not detract from the security
of others — accordingly, even if immigrants consumed as much in services as
the average American, they would only
need to provide a fraction of the average
tax bill to have a net positive effect on
the national ledger.
For those types of spending that can
be described as consumable services or
transfers, the U.S. experience has been,
and continues to be, that immigrants
pay for themselves. Immigrants tend to
arrive when they are in their 20s and 30s,
the prime of their laboring years. Their
labor force participation rate is well
above that of natives. Census Bureau
data show that in nearly every category,
they consume far less in public services
and transfer payments than their native
counterparts, with the only exception
being that of public education. When
the net difference between taxes paid
by immigrants and the services they
consume is estimated, we find that on
average, immigrants provide a yearly
net public benefit between $5,000 and
$6,300 per immigrant in present dollars.
As always, this estimate may change
as the characteristics of immigrant inflows change (or as our public offerings
change), but at the present we have little
reason to believe that the average immigrant is a drain on our public resources.
The case is even more stark for illegal
immigrants. Because of their undocumented status, illegal immigrants consume an even smaller fraction of public
resources than their legally immigrated
compatriots. Although hard numbers
cannot be obtained, it is estimated that
only five percent of illegal immigrants
avail themselves of free medical treatment, four percent take advantage of
unemployment insurance or K-12 education, and practically none use food
stamps, welfare, or Social Security. Conversely, 77 percent of illegal immigrants
pay into Social Security, and 73 percent
have federal income tax withheld. While
legal immigrants pay in taxes roughly
twice what they consume in public services, illegal immigrants pay somewhere
between five and ten times as much in
taxes as they take from the system.

American immigrants
do not show a higher
propensity to commit
crime, and are above
the mean for many
activities considered
positive...
The youth of immigrants also helps to
offset the demographic imbalance within the United States. Because they arrive
young, immigrants spend decades paying into the Social Security system without receiving benefits, and by the time
they retire, they typically have children
whose Social Security payments are suf-

ficient to fund their parents benefits.
Each new immigrant, in effect, provides
a one-time windfall to American entitlement programs, counter-balanced only
by the addition of a vague entitlement
promise down the road (of which illegal
immigrants do not take advantage of ).
Similarly, greater immigration would
relieve downward pressures in the U.S.
housing sector and bring that market
into balance faster than could be done
without a migrant influx. In fact, for
any non-tradable capital investment (of
which homes are merely a salient recent
example), migration between countries
can help relieve the effects of over- and
under- investment, leading to a more
robust and efficient economy.
There are categories of immigrants
(criminals, smugglers, terrorists, etc)
that we would wish to prevent from
entering the country. Yet the current
system makes it nearly impossible to
screen these elements out. By denying
entry to economic immigrants, we’ve
created a vast industry in cross-border
trafficking and made it much more
costly to prevent undesirables from entering. When criminals are 1 percent of
the illegal population, law enforcement
needs to catch one-hundred illegal immigrants to stop a single criminal. If the
illegal population is entirely criminals,
correspondingly fewer resources are
needed to maintain the same level of
protection.
Empirically, the experience of immigration in America and elsewhere
has had a negligible impact on longterm unemployment, levels of income
inequality, or depletion of natural resources and the environment in the
host country. American immigrants do
not show a higher propensity to commit crime, and are above the mean for
many activities considered positive,
such as founding new businesses. Historically, immigrants are a much smaller fraction of our population than they
were in the early 1900’s, and recent immigrants appear to be assimilating into
American society at an acceptable rate.
A majority of first generation immigrants speak English, nearly all secondgeneration immigrants speak English,
and most third generation immigrants
speak only English.
Our foreign policy, often at great
cost, seeks to promote democracy
abroad and secure for others the human rights that we as Americans enjoy.
Why should we make such great expenditure to spread liberal government
abroad and at the same time deny millions the opportunity to live under our
system? We once considered it a travesty that East Germany built a wall to
keep its citizens from migrating. Why is
it not as equally great a crime that we
wish to build a wall to accomplish the
same goal? Open borders are not simply good economic sense, they are a
moral obligation.
In this economic climate, immigration reform will be a tough sell to the
American people, but so was health
care reform. The president has said that
he is willing to do what is right, even if it
is unpopular. Stay true to your word Mr.
Obama — tear down this wall.

LEADERSHIP AT THE GSC

The invisible
Leaders often work
unseen, behind the
scenes
By Nan Gu

When we think of leaders, we frequently think of
those most visible transformational figures whose
foresight, charisma, and bravado forever shaped
the world. However, this view is simplistic, and
simply not sufficient to capture the full meaning
of leadership. Like the “great men/women theory”
of history, which attributes the chronology of the
past to the actions of a few, this perspective on
leadership ignores one of its most important characteristics — the fact that leadership is a collective
phenomenon. The great man/woman does not exist without need, cannot function without support,
and cannot succeed without belief. And so this article is for you, the oft-forgotten many whose desires
and actions set the stage for the so-called great men
and women.
I want to convince you of two points here: first,
that you are leaders in your own right, as leadership is a product of a community of people, rather
than just a few; second, that your leadership is appreciated and more importantly, it is necessary, as
leadership is a complex organism whose success
depends on the contributions of many. While these
are points that we may already understand, they
are certainly not expressed often enough, and these
many who toil behind the scenes may become truly
forgotten. To start, I will assert that leadership is
at the very least, subjective, contextual, and relational. Leadership can be defined in myriad ways
including: influencing a group of individuals to accomplish a common goal; inspiring people to effect change; tenaciously working towards a vision
for the community. Leadership can be all of these
things or none of these things, depending on the
situation.

This article is for you, the
oft-forgotten many whose
desires and actions set the
stage for the so-called great
men and women
Visionaries, strategists, advisers, and stewards
are all leaders in their own right, yet each style is
vastly different from the others. Each style has its
own place within leadership and that the correct
balance of styles in each situation yields success.
Great men and women are only manifestations of
a part of that balance, but you, the unseen components are just as important, if not more so. Just as
Barack Obama is merely the public face of health
care reform, just as a clock face is merely the visible pieces of a system of gears, the great men and
women are merely those who, by choice or circumstance, have come into view, standing on the shoulders of giants. For this reason, you are all leaders in
your own right.
To convince you that your leadership is necessary, I want to make two more statements: Leadership is ubiquitous, it happens all around us at all
times. Even beyond the separation of styles, there
are different roles that a leader can play. A leader is
not always the one who issues commands or makes
key decisions. We find leaders as mentors, event
planners, counselors, and administrators. They are
in many walks of life, they are those who have found
a role with which to serve the community. Leadership is an onus on the capable. It is not enough
that only those who want to lead become leaders.
Those who have the ability to serve should do so as
well. A desire to lead is great, but an understanding that leadership is necessary is a benefit as well.
A community thrives on the diversity of input from
its members. If the capable do not serve, then the
entire community suffers. And so, you, who helped
out at an event because of a lack of volunteers; you,
who ran for club secretary to keep a good thing going; you, who spent all night writing a web page to
save time for others later; your leadership is appreciated and it is needed. If not for all of your work, no
organization within MIT would function. For this
reason, your leadership is necessary.
The importance of unseen leaders is easy to
miss but vital to appreciate. My purpose in writing this article was to point out the dedication and
service of those who might not otherwise be seen,
a point that I feel is too often overshadowed. As a
result, many people who take these nascent steps
feel under-appreciated and unimportant, and drop
out of leadership efforts completely. Perhaps with
a better understanding of the many complexities
and layers of leadership and thoughtful appreciation from those great men and women, you may
consider a greater role.
Nan Gu is a PhD Candidate in the Department
of Physics.
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Cinema in the Third Dimension
Thing poking out of the screen make me uncomfortable
By Michael T. Lin
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

I’m not entirely sure how I feel
about the resurgence of feature
films being presented in 3-D. On
the one hand, it’s probably the
most sensible response to the demand by moviegoers for novel and
interesting cinema experiences, as
the witty dialogue and compelling
character-driven narrative of films
like Bounty Hunter (unfortunately
not the Boba Fett biopic I was hoping for) doesn’t seem to be cutting
it, for some reason. On the other
hand, I’ve always enjoyed being
removed from the cinema experience — not in the sense of being
kicked out by ushers, but of being
an impartial observer who can relate to the characters on the screen
(sometimes) without having to
inhabit their world. 300 was cool,
but I think I’d feel a self-conscious
need to work out more (or at least
shower) if I saw Gerard Butler’s
sweaty pecs popping out of the

screen at me.
When I heard that Zombieland,
a film I very much enjoyed based
on its writing and acting, was set
for a sequel, I was ecstatic. Then
I read that the sequel was going
to be in 3-D — as in, written specifically to be presented in 3-D
— which caused a massive wave
of ambivalence to wash over me,
turning my unmitigated glee into
wary, vague optimism. The article I read suggested that the 3-D
sequel would be so realistic that
I’d have to check to make sure my
popcorn didn’t have blood on it.
Thing is, I don’t like having blood
on my popcorn. I don’t even really
like seeing it on-screen. I made an
exception for Zombieland because
the worst gore was probably in the
first ten minutes of the film, and
most of the rest was run-and-gun
action rather than straight horror.
When my girlfriend and I went to
see Sweeney Todd, we averted our
eyes basically whenever the throatslashing picked up and didn’t re-

sume watching until the sounds of
splashing and spurting had subsided. Long story short, we spent al-

the movies.
I will say this much for 3–D, at
least most of the films that use it are
films that can actually benefit from
the technology, which is more than
can be said for the last “big thing”
in film. Why the distributors of
Pride and Prejudice thought a BluRay release would significantly
improve the viewing experience is
beyond me. Besides, 3-D film has
been around for decades. I know
this because one of Biff’s gang in
Back to the Future wears a pair
of 3-D glasses constantly, which
probably seemed cool to him at
the time but seems like it would be
intensely nauseating. 3-D accessories have come far since November
6th, 1955, with the cardboard with
red and blue lenses replaced by
what look like disposable sunglasses or, if at an IMAX film, large heavy
safety goggles that are perhaps
even worse than the red and blue
glasses for wearing on a day-to-day
basis. At least the cardboard is light
enough not to strain your neck af-

ter half an hour.
It’s not just 3-D movies that
bother me, either. I’m not big on
3-D attractions at theme parks, for
much the same reasons. Having
swordfish noses and bee stingers
poke out of the screen into my personal bubble is a little too intrusive
(not to mention phallic) for comfort.
The best 3-D attraction I’ve ever
experienced was a Muppet show
at Disneyworld where they took
the optical illusion and ran with it
for purposes of comedy rather than
shock value or uncanny-valleystyle antics. It also happened to be
the one 3-D show I’d been to that
didn’t use other special effects like
air cannons or water spritzers to try
and “put the audience in the show,”
so maybe those trends are related.
Still, I suppose the advent of 3-D
was inevitable, and I’ll have to get
used to it. I just hope they don’t try
to implement Smell-O-Vision next,
unless the Spartans got packets
of free deodorant at the Battle of
Thermopylae.

As I sat in the coffee shop waiting for him, I fidgeted nervously
and hoped to God he’d leave me
hanging so that I could go shopping instead. When he finally sat
down at my table, I was pleasantly
surprised. He was quite goodlooking! Not creepy! Normal! We
ended up talking for around an
hour before I had to go, but that
hour changed my views on online
dating.
So, how does one get around
to finding a good date online? It
all starts with the profile. Think of
yourself as a product and market
yourself well by showcasing the
things that make you awesome. I
skip all the profiles that are badly
written and don’t say anything
unique. And, being that online dating is essentially a meat market, it
helps to have a flattering photo. If
subject
change
you to
pick
a photo where you’re doing something fun or interesting,
people will be more likely to message you with something other
than, “Nice eyes!” Which brings
me to...
The guys who just send me
messages complimenting my
looks. Ugh, I never respond to
those. I am very appreciative of
compliments, but there are cooler
things to notice about me than just
my looks. What about my good
taste in music and films, or my
love of cheese? Choose one thing
that made the person stand out, be
it because you have that in common or you just find it interesting,
and message them about it.
One thing I see people do when
they try online dating is getting
picky. It is easy to get too discriminating when you can literally compare two guys side-by-side, but try
to avoid it. Take advantage of the
fact that you have access to people
so different from you that you’d
never cross paths in real life and
date outside of your comfort zone.
At worst, you will be incompatible
and part ways, and at best you will
mesh well or get an interesting
friend out of it.
What about the people you
message who don’t respond, or
the ones you go out with once or
twice and then go MIA? These
things are a part of dating, but
my friends agreed that you bump
into a lot more frustrating situations when dating online, if only
because you are exposing yourself

to more options. Know that the
guy or girl you’re going on a date
with is probably going on dates
with other people. As a friend put
it, “Online dating is not like dating
in real life,” and that calls for an attitude adjustment. Don’t let these
setbacks get to you, and don’t take
shit personally. Especially when
you’re dealing with people you
don’t know.

I’ve always
enjoyed being
removed from
the cinema
experience —
not in the sense
of being kicked
out by ushers,
but of being
an impartial
observer
most as much time looking at each
other as the screen, and not for the
reason most teenage couples do at

VARIOUS STATES OF UNDRESS

OK Cupid? Okay!
A foray into online dating
By M.
This week, I tried online dating
for the first time.
I didn’t want things to come
to this, because I always thought
that online dating was for creepers

and ugly people, but my friends
elbowed me to give it a shot. So
when I got a message from a guy
last weekend asking if I’d be down
for meeting up, my friend said I
should go.
“But shouldn’t I talk to him

some more before agreeing to see
him?” I asked.
“Just go meet him in person
and see what he’s like,” she said,
and she knows her shit, so I took
her advice and arranged a date at
the end of the week.

Graduate Women at MIT
Spring Kick-Off
April 26-30

Keynote, “The Evolution of Bias”

Freada Kapor Klein, an expert on workplace diversity
relations, will describe implicit and explicit gender-related
bias in academic environments.

“Negotiating Difficult Situations” Workshop **
Toni Robinson, MIT Ombudsperson, will lead exercises demonstrating how to handle situations including negotiating
credit, dealing with harassment, and negotiating attention
from supervisors.

“Collaboration in Invention” Panel

Women in research and industry discuss the role of
collaboration in their inventions.

“Life Choices: Work and Everything Else” Panel
Women in research and industry discuss the choices they
have made regarding work/life division, marriage, and
children.

Graduate Women Mixer **
Come network with fellow graduate women! Sloan’s
Lakshmi Balachandra will lead an introductory exercise
on improvisational leadership.

**RSVP requested at http://gsc.mit.edu/gwamit/events/spring2010.html

Graduate Women at MIT
http://gsc.mit.edu/gwamit

Monday 4/26
5:30-6:30pm
46-3002

Tuesday 4/27
1:30-3 pm
66-168

Wednesday 4/28
6:30-8 pm
56-154
Thursday 4/29
6:30-8 pm
4-237

Friday 4/30
5-6:30 pm
Moore Room
6-321

I always thought
that online dating
was for creepers
and ugly people,
but my friends
elbowed me to
give it a shot.
And now that I’ve pointed out
that you are, indeed, going out with
strangers, I’ll take the moment to
suggest exercising common sense.
When dating in real life, most of
the times you’ve either met the
person before, or a friend is setting you up. A complete stranger
comes with no credentials, so keep
your eyes open for any sharp ends.
If you feel uncomfortable, bounce.
Also, meet in a public spot, and
avoid bars unless you keep an eye
on your drink all the time and trust
yourself not to get wasted. Coffee
is a safe, standard date.
But I think the best advice my
friends passed on when I was trying this was to not be ashamed
of “putting myself out there.” In
2010, a lot of interactions that
used to take place face-to-face
have moved online, so online dating is not as unnatural as we’d
think. A lot of the stigma surrounding online dating has to do
with how different it is from what
we’re used to, but I do believe it is
worth at least a shot. Going into
it with a positive attitude, rather
than being embarrassed to be
“discovered” by people you know,
will yield far better results. So be
positive, keep an open mind, and
have fun with it!
M. is a junior in Course 10, and
she’s found a few of her TAs doing
online dating. Awkward! She can be
contacted at undress@tech.mit.edu.
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Lobby 7 Design Competition Announcement
Friday May 7th
Lobby 7, starts at 2pm

Performance by the
Chorallaries of MIT
free to all!!

As a part of the MIT 150 celebration, this competition will seek
ideas for developing design concepts for the four pedestals
of the William Barton Rogers Lobby - Lobby 7.
How do you think MIT should be represented?
Sponsored by the MIT Class of 1954 in partnership with the School of Architecture and Planning
and in association with the MIT Museum | an event of MIT150

Lobby 7 Design Competition

FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN

FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN
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Steal My Comic by Michael Ciuffo

Kenken

Sudoku

Solution, page 13

Solution, page 13

1 2
9
3
3
1
4 6
5
3
4
Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of each
of the numbers 1 through 6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box without
repeating numbers.

Crossword Puzzle
Solution, page 13

ACROSS
1 __ firma
6 Latin I lesson word
10 Skedaddle
14 Projecting bay
window
15 Infrequent
16 Leave at the altar
17 Start of a quip
19 Earthenware crock
20 Erhard’s program
21 __-noire (bugbear)
22 Entryway
24 Part 2 of quip
26 St. Francis’ place
29 Way back when
33 Pouchlike structures
34 Antiseptic pioneer
37 Drinking cup
38 Storylines
40 Part 3 of quip
41 Part of a flight
43 Ames inst.
44 Composer Debussy
47 Ruffle feathers
48 Commuters’ lane
50 Operatives
52 Part 4 of quip
55 Sartre novel

58
59
62
63
66
67
68
69
70
71

Arab garments
Finish
Force out
End of quip
Eins, zwei, __
Continuously
Ecole attendee
English title
Pub projectile
Took the plunge

DOWN
1 Shark type
2 Messes up
3 Mob action
4 Gun it in neutral
5 Cover stories
6 Narrow mountain
ridge
7 “Olympia” painter
8 Circle part
9 Amount of ooze
10 North Sea inlets
11 Happy song
12 Singer Fitzgerald
13 List ender
18 The Evil One
23 Lulus

24
25
26
27
28
30
31
32
35
36
39
42
45
46
49
51
53
54
55
56
57
59
60
61
64
65

Pith
Despised
Meat stock jelly
Chip dip
Scrub extra hard
With all one’s
might
Jury’s determination
Baddies
Author Calvino
Old Chinese
kingdom
Tea treat
Chicago’s Sue, for
one
Placed
Bother
Flower part
Cut deeply
Creator
Chicago movie critic
Protuberance
Halo
Exploitive fellow
Water vessel
Church section
Soaked in anil
Actress Gardner
After the style of

4
2
5

9

3

4 8

8
6
9 6
1
9 6
5 7
3 1 5

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains exactly
one of each of the digits 1 through 9.
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I Try To Tell Heem

by Jerry Holkins
and Mike Krahulik

Desert Island

A

WEBCOMIC OF ROMANCE,
SARCASM, MATH, AND LANGUAGE

by Randall Munroe

Telescopes and bathyscapes and sonar probes of Scottish lakes, Tacoma Narrows bridge collapse explained with abstract
phase-space maps, some x-ray slides, a music score, Minard’s Napoleonic war: the most exciting new frontier is charting
what’s already here.

Graduating?
Give yourself the extra edge in
today’s competitive job market.
With our accelerated summer certificate
programs, you can gain professional
expertise in just a few weeks—a real
advantage as you leave college to pursue
your career.

This space donated by The Tech

Summer Accelerated Programs
Professional Fund Raising May 25–July 1
Information Session: Tuesday, May 4
Paralegal Studies June 7–22
Information Session: Wednesday, May 5
All information sessions begin at 6 p.m.
Visit: bu.edu/professional/P160
Call: 866-633-9370 or 617-353-4497
E-mail: cpe@bu.edu
Priority Code CPEP160

FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN FUN

Somewhere on the Search for Meaning… by Letitia Li
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N.E.R.D, Super Mash Bros. play Spring Concert

GREG STEINBRECHER—THE TECH

Ethan Dawes of Super Mash Bros. mixes beats on his laptop during their performance at the Spring Weekend concert, where Super
Mash Bros. opened for N.E.R.D. Dawes later ran around the stage
with a video camera documenting the experience and filming bandmate Dick Fink dancing around the stage.

GREG STEINBRECHER—THE TECH

A mix of students and Boston locals rock out to Super Mash Bros.’ mixes at the Spring Weekend
concert on Friday. The crowd particularly enjoyed the mashups that the group produced live.

GREG STEINBRECHER—THE TECH

N.E.R.D frontman Pharrell Williams spits rhymes at the Spring
Weekend concert. In between songs, Williams engaged the crowd
by telling them that they are going to change the future and by emphasizing that brains, not looks, are what really matter. He primarily
directed his comments to the women of the crowd, complimenting
them repeatedly.

GREG STEINBRECHER—THE TECH

MIT students took a study break to watch N.E.R.D perform live on Friday evening in the Johnson Ice
Rink for the Spring Weekend concert. N.E.R.D played a mix of their older songs and songs from their
upcoming album, Nothing.

DAVID CHEN—THE TECH

ADITI VERMA

Jackson L. Prestwood ’13 gets his revenge as he throws a fistful of gulaal, colored powder, on Raghu
Mahajan ’11 during the Holi celebrations, organized by the Hindu Students Council, on Saturday. Holi, a
Hindu festival, celebrates the victory of good over evil.

Vladislav Shahov and Milena Jasionek from Manhattan Ballroom Dance compete in championship standard division
of the 2010 MIT Open Ballroom Dance Competition, hosted
by the ballroom dance team in Rockwell Cage on Saturday. The
competition lasted through Saturday and Sunday, and featured
dancers from all over the country. Shahov and Jasionek placed
first in their division. MIT ballroom dancers Tuan Q. Phan ’02 and
Ekaterina V. Lesnaia PhD ’04 took third in the championship standard category.

FENG WU—THE TECH

ADITI VERMA

Participants in the IDEAS competition explain their ideas to one of the judges
in Lobby 10 on Monday. The IDEAS competition, organized by the Public Service
Center, promotes innovations with a focus on public service.

Students work hard as well as fool around during Habitat for Humanity’s annual
Cardboard House Building Competition behind Kresge Auditorium on Friday. Students
constructed miniature houses out of cardboard and duct tape, which were judged at the
end of the day by a panel of Course 4 professors. The Cardboard House Building Competition is part of Habitat for Humanity’s Campus Build event, designed to raise awareness
about the global housing crisis.
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After sharing, healing
Awareness, from Page 1
a circle to share their experiences
with sexual assault or to listen to
others. Some were victims of sexual
assault, some knew a victim, and
some simply came in support. They
talked about themselves or individuals they knew who had been
raped or molested. They discussed
the matter of consent, and how
sometimes it is difficult to express
that consent has not been granted.
Some expressed frustration at those
who did not take sexual violence

seriously.
McKnight shared the story of
a friend who had been molested
by her grandfather. When he first
met her, she had not yet found closure and was putting out cigarettes
on herself in places that people
couldn’t see.
As he told his own story, McKnight encouraged others to share
theirs as well.
“I hope that [sharing stories]
will help people to heal, help people to grow…” he said. “They are
not alone.”

SPERM DONORS
Earn up to
per month
Invest minimal time
Make a real difference in the lives of families
Receive free health and genetic screenings

APPLY ONLINE:

SPERMBANK.com
- convenient Cambridge location

Royal Bengal
Boston’s only authentic Bengali Cuisine restaurant

Open Daily Except Monday
11:30 am – 11:30 pm
Lunch Buffet $7.95
Reasonably Priced Dinners

313 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
(617) 491-1988
T: Red Line, Bus #1 – Central Square

10% Discount on $15
(or more) order with MIT ID.

Free delivery for orders over $10.
Take-out, platters, and catering available.
http://www.royalbengalrestaurant.com/

Teaching Excellence
C A L L F O R N O M I N AT I O N S
James A ’45 and Ruth Levitan Award for Excellence in Teaching
All (non-visiting) instructors in undergraduate and graduate subjects taught in the School are eligible (faculty, lecturers, TAs).
Students are invited to make their nominations via email to shass-teaching-award@mit.edu.

Nominate by
0(# 7/0(+   

!"#$%&'(#$)&*+$,!#&%+#&-."/(
!"#$$%&$'&#()*+,-,.!/&*0-!/&1&!$",*%&!",.+".!

Nominations should include the following information:
8.30- ,$
8.30$, (+
8 ,$.%2'$2$ "'$0-.,(- 2$#%.02'$ 5 0#
83!)$"212 *$-5(2'2'$-.,(-$$
8'77.3 0$-.,(- 2(-&2'(12$ "'$0
Please consider and comment on
8$ "'(-&$9$"2(4$-$11
8//0. "' !(+(27
8$1/.-1(4$-$112.123#$-21/0.&0$11
8,/ "2
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Strike gets support
at national level
Shaws, from Page 1
union to date, and little consensus
has been made between the two
groups. Chong said, “It is unnecessary that the union continues to
perpetuate this otherwise unnecessary strike…they have voted down
or voted to dismiss two fair and reasonable contract offers.”
Spokesman Peter Derouen for
United Food and Commercial Workers Union Local 791 said, “The second [contract] offer was worse than
the first one…that one was basically
a joke.” The strike has stirred support on the national stage, getting
recognition from workers of other
supermarkets owned by Supervalu,
the conglomerate that owns Shaw’s.
Workers are becoming involved
across the nation, from as far as
Maryland and Virginia. They have
started to wear stickers urging Supervalu to take action and settle the
strike as soon as possible.
U.S. Representative Steven F.
Lynch, representing Massachusetts’s 9th District, and other local
and state officials have joined the
workers on the picket lines. Lynch,
who was a former union president,

said in a statement, “These workers are simply fighting for what’s
right and fair. I am proud to join my
union brothers and sisters on this
picket line.”
Massachusetts Governor Deval
Patrick has also become involved
in the issue. In a letter addressed to
the CEO of Supervalu Craig Herkert and the President of the UFCW
Union Local 791 Russel Regan, he
urged the two parties to come to a
resolution. Patrick encouraged further communication between the
two groups.
Derouen said that the union is
looking for a “fair and equitable
agreement.” Though the union recognizes that costs have increased
due to the economic climate, Derouen said that it is looking to “address the needs of the company,
and make sure we are being reasonable to the members.”
Both sides have expressed their
ongoing commitment to finding a
solution. Chong said they will continue to work with a federal mediator to reach a conclusion. Derouen
said that striking workers “will continue to go as long as membership
stays strong.”

Economical SHIPPING

Domestic &
International

Shannon Express
International

30 Days FREE Storage Available / Great Rates & Service

800-755-1001

Email: info@shannonexpress.com

978-356-7455

www.ShannonExpress.com

LEGAL COUNSEL

MIT students, family, employers and
start-ups seeking U.S. legal counsel,
campus or office consultation. Call:

James Dennis Leary, Esq.
321-544-0012
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Eating Disorder Treatment

Treatment of Adults Suffering from
Henisi. Pat,
corBulimia
sum nos
doloreet elesseq uatuera esec
Anorexia
and
Nervosa
Magnim do doloreet, conulput wisi ex ex eu facincilit

Informed clinicians refer their clients to
Laurel Hill Inn. LHI provides the most
effective treatment and deploys the highest
staff-to-client ratio in New England. We
provide extensive programming in a highly
structured and supervised non-institutional
therapeutic setting. Evening, day, and residential treatment as well as
weekly support groups in West Medford and West Somerville. Call
Linda at 781 396-1116 or visit www.laurelhillinn.com.

frag (v):
1. to kill something with a fragmentation grenade
2. something you can’t do to sniper boy

master-chief @the-tech.mit.edu
Solution to Kenken
from page 6

SHOULD GOOGLE STAY IN CHINA?
Solution to Sudoku
from page 6

5
6
8
2
7
4
1
3
9

1
7
4
3
9
6
5
2
8

2
9
3
5
1
8
7
6
4

4
2
5
7
3
9
8
1
6

8
3
9
1
6
5
2
4
7

6
1
7
8
4
2
9
5
3

9
5
2
4
8
3
6
7
1

7
4
6
9
2
1
3
8
5

3
8
1
6
5
7
4
9
2

Wednesday, April 28
3:00 pm
Wong Auditorium
Building E51

Panelists
Edward Steinfeld

Associate Professor of Political Science
Moderator

David Clark

Senior Research Scientist
Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory

Yasheng Huang

China Program Professor in International Management
Sloan School of Management

Solution to Crossword
from page 6

Craig Simons

Knight Science Journalism Fellow
Photo Credit:
M. Weitzel

Xiaojian Zhao

Knight Science Journalism Fellow

Sponsored by the Office of the President, Office of the Provost, and Dean of the School of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences
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Robots labor to
stanch flow of oil
in Gulf of Mexico
By Campbell Robertson
and Clifford Krauss
THE NEW YORK TIMES

NEW ORLEANS — Oil continued to pour into the Gulf of Mexico
on Monday as the authorities waited to see if the quickest possible
method of stopping the leaks would
bring an end to what was threatening to become an environmental
disaster.
Remote-controlled robots operating 5,000 feet under the ocean’s
surface were more than a full day
into efforts to seal off the oil well,
which has been belching crude
through leaks in a pipeline at the
rate of 42,000 gallons a day. The
leaks were found on Saturday, days
after an oil rig to which the pipeline
was attached exploded, caught on
fire and sank in the Gulf about 40
miles off the coast of Louisiana.
The robots were trying to activate a device known as a blowout
preventer, a 450-ton valve at the
wellhead that is designed to shut
off a well in the event of a sudden
pressure release.
Officials had initially said that
the operation, which began Sunday morning, would take 24 to 36
hours. But on Monday they said
they would keep trying as long as
the efforts were feasible because
“it’s the best option,” a Coast Guard
spokesman said. The other options
– collecting the oil in a dome and
routing it to the surface or drilling
one or more relief wells – would
take weeks or even several months
to execute.
Wind has kept the spill from
moving toward the coast. Officials
said it had a 600-mile circumference Monday, but most of that was
a thin sheen of oil-water mix. Only
3 percent of the area was crude oil
with a “pudding-like” consistency,
they said.
The wind was expected to
change direction by Thursday,
however, and its distance from the
coast has not stopped its threat to
marine life.
On Sunday a crew from the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service spotted
three sperm whales in the vicinity
of the spill. In response, planes that
were dropping chemicals that break
down the oil were told to steer clear
of the whales.
The chemicals, known as dispersants, can be as toxic to mammals
as the oil itself, said Jackie Savitz, a
marine biologist with a background
in toxicity with Oceana, a Washington-based non-profit group that focus on ocean conservation.
Savitz also said that environmental concerns were not alleviated by assurances that the spill
was not yet a threat to the coast.
“There is a misconception that if
water doesn’t hit the beach it isn’t
dangerous,” she said.
Plans are moving forward to
design a dome that could be submerged over the leaks, which are
coming from a 5,000 foot pipeline
called a riser that ran between the
wellhead and the rig. The riser is
now snaking along the ocean bottom.
The dome would corral the oil
and route it up to vessels, where
it would be collected. But Doug
Suttles, the chief operating officer
for exploration and production at
BP, continued to emphasize the
engineering challenges of such an
operation at a news conference on
Monday.
“I must stress that this is state of
the art,” he said, adding that such
a method had never been done at
such depths. It would take at least
two weeks to put into place, he
said.
More than 1,000 people working to respond to the spill, includ-

ing officials from the Coast Guard,
the federal government and BP. BP
is also mobilizing rigs that would
drill one or more deep wells nearby
to push mud and concrete into the
gushing cavity, an operation made
all the more expensive and complex in the deep waters. That would
take two to three months.
The explosion and leak of oil
have underscored the risks and
challenges that a new generation of
oil pioneers face plying for discoveries at such depths.
While the causes of the accident
on the BP’s Deepwater Horizon rig
may take months to determine,
drilling down 10,000 feet or more is
inherently risky due to the extreme
heat and pressure at those depths.
Holding down the pressure while
drilling is one trick, and keeping the
equipment from softening or bending is another, requiring engineers
to develop extra thick steel, alloys
and heavy insulation for the job.
“At these water depths and well
depths, there is more that can go
wrong,” said Neal Dingmann, an
analyst covering offshore drilling
and service companies at Wunderlick Securities in Houston. “You
have much higher pressures and
temperatures to battle.”
BP and Transocean officials
said the pressure that was building in the oil and gas reserve that
the rig was drilling was not exceptionally unusual. But pressure was
likely an element in the accident if
it was a well blowout, as many experts suspect.
Oil companies have been drilling in deep waters for nearly 20
years, but it has become more popular over the last decade as oil prices rose and made the practice more
economical. Only 15 years ago, oil
experts said Gulf production was in
a deep decline and oil companies
were abandoning the area for Russia and the Caspian Sea.
The Gulf is now producing a
quarter of the nation’s domestic
production, and that portion is
likely to grow, especially with production in Alaska falling.
Until last week’s accident, the
industry has had few spills in the
Gulf of Mexico in recent years. Amy
Myers Jaffe, an energy expert at Rice
University, noted that in the last 15
years there was not a single spill of
over 1,000 barrels among the four
thousand active platforms off the
shores of the United States.
She said offshore drilling was
considerably safer for the environment than the tankers that are used
for importing oil.
“In all drilling you have the challenge of dealing with pressurization
and in the case of deepwater Gulf of
Mexico that process is assisted by
tens of thousands of super computers,” Jaffe said. “It’s as technically challenging as space travel but
safer.”
The question of safety may now
become a political flashpoint, since
the Obama administration announced recently that it wants to
open more areas to offshore drilling.
On Monday, Sen. Bill Nelson,
D-Fla., and New Jersey’s two Democratic senators, Frank Lautenberg
and Robert Menendez, sent a letter
to the chairmen and ranking members of the Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee and
the Energy and Natural Resources
Committee to request the hearing,
which left 11 workers missing and
presumed dead.
“The explosion, ensuing fire, and
continuing spill raise serious concerns about the industry’s claims
that their operations and technology are safe enough to put rigs in
areas that are environmentally sensitive or are critical to tourism or
fishing industries,” the letter said.

FENG WU—THE TECH

Vivian Lee ’12 of the Asian Dance Team performs a Chinese ribbon dance at I-Fair, hosted by the
International Students Association, on Friday. I-Fair gives international culture groups at MIT a chance to
present a little piece of the culture they represent.

Bose is pleased to offer special
savings for all students,
employees and retirees of M.I.T.
Receive savings on most Bose®products, including the acclaimed
Wave®music system, home entertainment systems, headphones,
and solutions for today’s most popular portable music devices.

®

Bose Wave® music system – SoundLink®

QuietComfort 15 ®
®
Acoustic Noise Cancelling headphones

®

®

Computer MusicMonitor

Please direct all inquiries to the “M.I.T. Purchase Program.”

1- 8 0 0 -29 8 - BOSE
(2673)

©2010 Bose Corporation. Patent rights issued and/or pending. Delivery is subject to product availability.
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Track and Field repeat
NEWMAC Sweep

Shotokan club competes
in Battle for Boston

Men’s tennis extends NEWMAC
championship streak

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
Tuesday, April 27
Baseball vs. Newbury College

4 p.m., Briggs Field

Wednesday, April 28
Men’s lacrosse vs. Norwich University

4 p.m., Steinbrenner
Stadium

Tuesday, April 27
Baseball vs. UMass-Bsoton

4 p.m., Briggs Field

Sailing: Midweek Tech Invite

4 p.m., Charles River

SCOREBOARD
Baseball
Friday, April 23
at U.S. Coast Guard Academy

L 7-6

Men’s Lacrosse
Saturday, April 24
at Babson College

L 15-9

Women’s Lacrosse
Saturday, April 24
at Wellesley College

L 14-7

Men’s Tennis
Saturday, April 24
vs. Babson College

W 5-0

vs. Babson College

W 5-0

Men’s Track and Field
Saturday, April 24
NEWMAC Championshhips

1st of 6

Women’s Track and Field
Saturday, April 24
NEWMAC Championshhips

1st of 8

College Ads

5.48x10.5

SPORTS SPORTS SPORTS SPORTS SPORTS SPORTS SPORTS SPORTS SPORTS

The top-seeded Engineers won their 12th straight NEWMAC
men’s tennis tournament championship this weekend, defeating second-seeded Wheaton College 5-0 in the championship
match at Coast Guard Academy.
The Engineers (14-1) advanced to the finals after defeating fourth-seeded Babson College 5-0 in
its semifinal match, In the semifinals MIT swept all
three doubles matches to take a 3-0 lead. Brian K.
Oldfield ’13 won at third singles 6-2, 6-1 and Matthew T. Skalak ’13 won 6-1, 6-1 to advance the Engineers to the
finals.
MIT opened the championship match once again winning
all three doubles matches. Kevin Pang ’11 and Skalak won 8-2
at No. 1 doubles, while Larry Pang ’13 and Tymor C. Hamamsy
’13 also finished with a score of 8-2 at No. 2 doubles. Andrew
C. Cooper ’13 and Oldfield completed the sweep, winning 8-4 at
No. 3 doubles. In singles action, Oldfield won at fourth singles
6-2, 6-0 and Hamamsy sealed the championship with a 6-1, 6-1
victory at No. 6 singles. The tournament closes out the season for
the Engineers.
— Paul Blascovich, DAPER staff

The MIT Shotokan Karate Club sent four competitors to the Battle for Boston 2010 competition
on Sunday, April 18. Vazrik Chiloyan ’11, a purple
belt, won first place in intermediate kumite (sparring) against fierce
competition in a large field of competitors, winning gold for MIT in his
event.
Vazrik also won first place in
intermediate kata (forms) for his performance of
Bassai Dai, “Storming the Fortress”. Grandmaster
Kazumi Tabata, an Eighth Degree Blackbelt, was so
impressed with Vazrik’s performance that Vazrik
was promoted to brown belt on the spot and asked
to compete in advanced kumite as well.
Emily K. Rosser ’12, an orange belt, was originally scheduled to compete in beginner kumite.
However, she was bumped up to the intermediate
division at the last minute, where she made a valiant effort and placed second despite having less
experience than her opponents.
Carlos E. Salinas ’13 and Julian Lemus ’13 also
competed in the event in the beginner division
where they fought with great spirit, but they fell
short.
— Brian Neltner, Team representative

This past Saturday, the Men’s lightweight crew
team raced league rivals Cornell and Columbia in
Ithaca for the Geiger Cup. The 2000 meter course
features a pronounced turn at the
halfway mark.
The varsity crew rowed a quick
first thousand, holding close to the
strong Cornell crew and picking up
a one second lead on Columbia.
Through the turn, the Engineers lost momentum in the outside lane, and dropped back on the
Lions. The rowers struggled to regain their speed
in the final thousand of the race, but ended about 3
seconds behind Columbia, who finished 7 seconds
behind Cornell.
“The beginning of our race was great, but we
didn’t hold it together too well for the end. I’m
hopeful that we’ll be able to put together a more
complete race going into next week and then the
championships.” said captain Richard A. Suarez
’11.
The Freshmen eight fared better, defeating Columbia by three seconds, but finishing thirteen
seconds behind Cornell.
The Men’s lightweight team faces off against
University of Delaware next Saturday on the
Charles River. This will be their last race before
their league championships in three weeks.
— Aaron Blankstein, Team representative

SPORTS

The men’s and women’s track and field teams both defended
their NEWMAC Championship titles last weekend at Springfield
College. The men won their tenth straight title, and eleventh in
twelve years, and the women won for the third time
in the last four years.
The men’s team dominated the competition,
finishing with 249 points, well ahead of secondplace Springfield College (182.5 points). On the
women’s side, MIT finished with 197.5 points, leading second-place Springfield by 30.5 points. Jacqueline M. Wentz
’10 broke the NEWMAC record in the 1500-meter with a time of
4:33.77, almost three seconds faster than the previous mark.
Both the men and women had twelve athletes finish with AllConference honors.
— David Zhu, Sports editor

Lightweight crew is last
place in Geiger Cup
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